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QUESTION 1

You are using rental contracts. 

Which setting is mandatory for working with periodic billing? 

A. Assignment of the service billing document type FS (Invoice Service/Rent) to the item category of the rental contract
item. 

B. Maintenance of a separate billing type that is assigned to the sales document type of the rental contract 

C. Maintenance of a factory calendar that is assigned to the customer master 

D. Assignment of an appropriate billing plan type to the item category of the rental contract item 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

After you have saved the billing document, the following message appears in the status bar: "Document 90036111
saved (no accounting document generated)." 

What are the possible reasons why no accounting document has been created? (Choose two) 

A. The account determination cannot determine an account, or determines an account that cannot be posted to
automatically. 

B. A posting block was set for the billing document type. This allows only the controlling documents to be generated. 

C. There is a configured posting block in the billing type; therefore, the blocked billing document has to be released. 

D. The reference number and assignment number differ; therefore, accounting documents cannot be generated. 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 3

What are optional steps in the Sales and Distribution process for selling a material from stock using a sales order?
(Choose three.) 

A. Post goods issue 

B. Define packing 

C. Create billing document 

D. Create transfer order 

E. Create shipment document 

Correct Answer: BDE 
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QUESTION 4

Which packing option can be configured for a delivery item category? 

A. Packing control 

B. Generate packing material item 

C. Automatic packing 

D. Packing instructions 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

What can be identified as the most likely reason for a delivery split in a collective delivery run? 

A. The shipping conditions of two separate items in the sales order differ from one another. 

B. The loading group of one of the items in the sales order differs from the others. 

C. The sales order line items have the same route and the same shipping point, but different ship-to parties. 

D. The physical weight of the total line items exceeds the capacity of the truck that is being used to deliver the product. 

Correct Answer: C 
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